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THE GREENWALD REPORT (GR) PROVIDES A 
SUMMARY OF THE TOP-LEVEL GOALS IN THE 
SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AREA

Ability to not require an evacuation plan;Ability to not require an evacuation plan; 
Generate only low-level waste; 
Abili di b h bli ’ d d i i iAbility to not disturb the public’s day-to-day activities; 
Ability to not expose workers to a higher risk than other 
power plants;power plants;
Demonstrate a closed tritium fuel cycle.
Th GR l id tifi d b d f t i tifi d t h i lThe GR also identified broad safety scientific and technical 
issues that must be addressed before a Demo project can 
be committed:

K l d b ffi i t t t f t th f i l tKnowledge base sufficient to guarantee safety over the fusion plant 
lifecycle,

licensing and commissioning
normal and off-normal operation
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normal and off-normal operation
decommissioning/disposal.



BASED ON THE GR, WE ADDRESS SOME OF THE 
SAFETY-SIGNIFICANT ISSUES THAT WILL SAFETY SIGNIFICANT ISSUES THAT WILL 

REQUIRE A FULL FUSION NUCLEAR 
ENVIRONMENT.

Issue: Tritium Monitoring in Fusion Core (Fueling,Issue: Tritium Monitoring in Fusion Core (Fueling, 
Breeding, Extraction Systems) 

A closed tritium fuel cycle must be demonstrated before a 
i l f i l t ill b iblcommercial fusion power plant will be possible. 

We need to be able to measure the distributed concentration of 
tritium held up in the fusion core within the vacuum boundary, p y,

Numerous locations in the vacuum boundary exist where tritium 
can accumulate (material surfaces, dusts, blankets, etc.) 
The measurement systems are required to resolve issues of safety y q y
related to tritium inventory, migration and accountability.
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SAFETY-SIGNIFICANT ISSUES THAT WILL 
REQUIRE A FULL FUSION NUCLEAR REQUIRE A FULL FUSION NUCLEAR 

ENVIRONMENT (CONT’D) 

Issue: Dust Characterization and Monitoring
For the path towards Demo, R&D is needed to develop diagnostics 

t f d t it i i h h i t f ti lsystems for dust monitoring in a harsh environment for operational 
control in Demo. 

Divertor operating parameters such as temperature flow rate tritiumDivertor operating parameters such as temperature, flow rate, tritium 
concentration, etc., need to be monitored.
Research in dust characterization has been geared towards simulating 
geometry, flow conditions, and structural components (e.g., divertor and 
first wall (FW) grooves) that affect mobilization of dust with differentfirst wall (FW) grooves), that affect mobilization of dust with different 
characteristics.

Requirements towards Demo should include methods to remove dust 
it b ild hi h d l ff t f i l t ti Th
q

as it builds up, which can adversely affect fusion plant operation. These 
also imply dust monitoring and removal in such a way as to satisfy 
safety requirements. 
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SAFETY-SIGNIFICANT ISSUES THAT WILL 
REQUIRE A FULL FUSION NUCLEAR REQUIRE A FULL FUSION NUCLEAR 

ENVIRONMENT (CONT’D)

Issue: Measurement of Activated and Corrosion Products in Piping 
and Balance of Plant

Path to Demo will require R&D to determine if higher (or other) activated 
i d t ill b d d i li t th l t f

q g ( )
corrosion products will be produced in cooling water, or other coolants, for 
machines operating at higher fluences than ITER. 

Issue: Managing Radwaste for Fusion Systems
Radwaste management presents a key challenge in fission systems, and 
“taming” radwaste for fusion systems may lead to significant advantages for 
fusion energy. 
We need to promote fusion as an energy source with minimal environmental p gy
impact. This approach requires addressing several issues prior to Demo:

avoid geological disposal, if at all possible; 
minimize volume of radwaste by clever designs and promote recycling and 
clearance strategies;g
establishment of fusion-specific clearance limits.
Need further development of advanced, radiation-resistant remote handling (RH) 

equipment that can recycle highly irradiated materials;
progress in the separation of various materials from complex components.
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CLOSING THE R&D GAP BETWEEN ITER AND DEMO 
IN TRITIUM MONITORING IN FUSION CORE

Out of the several issues previously identified, we focus on one that we consider is among 
the most important in addressing as we develop a path towards Demo:the most important in addressing as we develop a path towards Demo:

The ability to monitor tritium distribution in a full fusion core (i.e., fueling, breeding, and extraction 
systems), is a significant R&D area in bridging the gap between ITER and Demo. 

The challenging problem is monitoring for tritium activity (betas) in real time or near-real-time, in a 
high radiation (neutron and gamma) and temperature (~ 500°C) environment. 

The current state of tritium monitoring is related to monitoring in a more benign environment (e gThe current state of tritium monitoring is related to monitoring in a more benign environment (e.g., 
tritium plant). In addition, the focus is tritium accountability rather than on plant performance, where 
knowledge of tritium distribution in the fusion core is important. 

The various existing tritium measurement techniques, typically geared towards batch processing, 
are not suitable for real time tritium measurement required to address control performance andare not suitable for real time tritium measurement required to address control, performance, and 
safety in the harsh fusion environment. 

Progress in real time monitoring is essential in the path towards Demo. 

A full FNS environment will provide the environment to test various real time tritium monitoring 
concepts prior to Demo. It will also provide the environment (e.g., instrumented ports) to fully 
characterize various test blanket modules. 
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